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Binary Continued!

November 21, 2013

1. Label the vertices of the bottom row of your Bi-
nary Tree with the numbers 0 through 7 (going from
left to right). (You may put numbers inside of the cir-
cles).

2. Play the game �Guess my number� (with numbers
from 0 to 7). The goal is to be able to guess the num-
ber in 3 attempts (or less, if you are lucky). Can you
think of how the edges can help you to formulate the
strategy? What is the best way to play the game?
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Label all the edges pointing to the left by 0; Label
all the edges pointing to the right by 1. The path con-
necting the top circle with any of the numbers on the
bottom gives you a string of 0s and 1s.

3. For each number on the bottom, there is exactly
one path from the top circle down to this number.

a. Choose a color and mark the path from the top
circle to the number 3.

b. Going from top to bottom, write down the string
of 0s and 1s along the path going from the top circle to
the number 3.
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4. Mark with a di�erent color the path from the top
circle to the numbers 6 and 7.

a. Write down the string of 0s and 1s along the
path from the top circle to the number 6.

b . Write down the string of 0s and 1s along the
path from the top circle to the number 7.

5. Do you recognize your answers in (3b), (4a), and
(4b) (you can ignore the 0s in the beginning of the
string)? What do these answers represent?
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6. How many questions do you have to ask to guess
the number in the �Guess my number� game with num-
bers ranging

a. from 0 through 7?

b. from 0 through 15?

c. from 0 through 31?
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A card trick

I have 4 cards with numbers 1 through 15 written on
them. (Note that most of the numbers appear on sev-
eral cards). Here are the cards:

Card 1 Card 2 Card 3 Card 4(
8 9 10 11
12 13 14 15

) (
4 5 6 7
12 13 14 15

) (
2 3 6 7
10 11 14 15

) (
1 3 5 7
9 11 13 15

)

All these numbers can be written in binary notation
using 4 digits (for some numbers, the �rst digit(s) can
be 0s).

7. List all the numbers that appear only on one card.
Do you recognize them?

8. What do all the numbers on Card 4 have in com-
mon?
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9. What do you notice about all the numbers on Card
1?

10. Choose a color. On the binary tree given to you,
circle the numbers appearing on Card 1.

a. Starting at the top circle, follow the paths you
must take to reach the numbers on Card 1. What do
all these paths have in common?

b. What is the �rst binary digit of all the numbers
appearing on Card 1?
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11. Choose a new color, and circle all the numbers
appearing on Card 2.

a. Starting at the top circle, follow the paths you
must take to reach the numbers on Card 2. What do
all these paths have in common?

b. What is the second binary digit of all the num-
bers appearing on Card 1?

12. Choose a third color, and circle all the numbers
appearing on Card 3.

a. Starting at the top circle, follow the paths you
must take to reach the numbers on Card 3. What do
all these paths have in common?

b. What is the third binary digit of all the numbers
appearing on Card 3?
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13. Choose a fourth color, and circle all the numbers
appearing on Card 4.

a. Starting at the top circle, follow the paths you
must take to reach the numbers on Card 4. What do
all these paths have in common?

b. What is the fourth binary digit of all the num-
bers appearing on Card 4?

14. Is there a number that appears on all the cards?
How do you write that number in binary notation?
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Homework!

1. Play �Guess my number� with the numbers 0-15
with someone at home. How many steps should it take
you to guess their number?

2. Make cards for the card trick game that we played
earlier today with the numbers 1-7.

How many cards will you need? (Hint: Think about
the number of binary digits needed to write 7.)

3.Review all the material we learned this Fall and get
ready for the last day of class! :)
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